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ProStar 24 Inch
Legal Sleeper Berth Completed.
It’s here! After many months of design, re-design, and fabrication, we have completed our first “stretch” ProStar
day cab conversion. This innovative product incorporates the “stretch” concept associated with our conversions
and increased it to allow for dramatically enhanced space behind the seats. It also provides a sleeper berth
designed to meet hours of service mandates enforced under federal DOT regulations.
The conversion boasts a new interior, a stylish exterior complete with body lines, and new air ride suspension.
The cab “sleeper” is available with a small bed, underside storage compartments, or open to allow for extra
storage space or for further personal customization by the end user. Custom paint schemes are always available
as well as full fenders or other products available from Prairie Tech.
We envision this cab style being well received in a number of applications. Car carriers, fuel transport, utility
work, oil field, emergency vehicles, and agriculture are just a few potential vocational users. Some highway
applications where large sleepers are unnecessary and/or length and weight are an issue are also candidates.
This product line is available only through our highly trained and experienced Certified Partner group. For
more information on how you can receive this unique conversion, please contact Josh at 605-274-0444 or visit
our web site at www.customdaycab.com . Watch for more innovative products in the forthcoming months from
the industry leader in day cab conversions”.

by Bill Osman, Founder

As I have worn ever more layers of clothing to survive this winter, I can only wait for a hint of global warming. Oh,
I know it usually get warmer in the summer and colder in the winter which has recently been determined to be
caused by “climate change”.
So, home on the range. Our Federal Government challenged a showdown with real American cowboys. Ya know,
the type that “won the West”. Wagon Master Barack “Hop-A-Long Catastrophe”, with “Dingy Harry” and
“Little Joe” Biden mounted up with a Federal posse to claim a new frontier. I wondered why they didn’t wear 10
gallon hats. Maybe the hats would have ridden on their ears or dropped down so they couldn’t see. Now, Little
Joe Biden doesn’t need to see ‘cause ya just shoot your double barrel up in the air (it’s what he told his wife to do at
the house).
Boy am I glad those guys aren’t raisin’ cattle ‘cause it took a helicopter, dump truck, back hoe, guns and tasers to
round up a few hunnert’ cows. I heard it might cost the tax payers 3 million bucks! Glad it ain’t me. Now Bundy
and the boys can get back to raisen’ cattle and the DC posse can be re-groupin’ to represent and defend the
freedom of this great nation.
Talk about freedom! Wow have we got it! Free cell phones, health care, housing, child support (all if ya don’t
have a job), and of course EBT cards that can buy everything from going to a strip club to beer and lotto tickets.
How lucky is that.
As the most prosperous culture in the world, we can buy anything we want by simply going further in debt. Since
the Federal Reserve can print money as fast as it can, we will never run short and we don’t have to have a standard
for our currency. How neat is that? Oh, I just heard that Washington ‘sez that the taxes we pay are the cost of
civilization (really?). Well I guess I will have to wait ‘til next time to “figger” that one out. In the meantime, keep
the faith, support the Constitution, keep your guns close, and God bless America.

New Products Available from Prairie Tech
As our product line diversifies and new markets are identified, our founder Bill Osman looks for creative
opportunities to deliver unique yet practical parts and conversions to our dealer and customer groups. Different
manufacturing and design methods as well as materials allow us to design and deliver reconstruction solutions
that are more efficient, structurally sound, aesthetically pleasing, and economical than those offered by OEM’s
and other after-market suppliers.
We have just finished the finest Peterbilt front fender we have ever seen. Made of lightweight composite
material and reinforced with a structurally superior liner, these fenders will last longer, resist traditional cracking
or “starring”, and still be much less expensive than other products on the market today. Initial testing and
installation by a select group of customers and dealers have drawn rave reviews.
We now offer four (4) different Peterbilt fan shrouds for the 379, 389, 589, 386, and 387. These shrouds are
manufactured with lightweight composite material which is much less apt to wear or crack as those installed in
the new product or by other suppliers. We offer the fenders and shrouds to the general public on a retail basis or
through our wholesale dealers.
We also have composite full fenders for drive and pusher axles, rear light bars, visors, bumpers, chassis farings,
Pete sound system consoles, and other replacement parts. Please contact Josh, Stacie or Dave if we can provide
you with any additional information on these or other parts available from Prairie Tech.

IHC 4300
Crew Cab
Conversion

Challenged by one of our dealers to “convert” a new IHC 4300 crew cab to a small
sleeper, the R & D group at Prairie Technology embraced the opportunity and the
end result is impressive. The two rear doors were removed and “plugs” were designed and manufactured to replace them.
Great care was given to create a panel that matched the exterior lines, while appearing to have been a factory built new
truck.
New interior components were built to closely mirror the factory finish. The original cab was delivered without an interior
back panel which was added to give the new “sleeper” a more finished look. Interior lights were added to provide for a
more receptive and comfortable sleeper berth feel. A bunk replaced the bench seat and curtains were added to create a
more private and secluded area.
While not available from IHC in this configuration, the adaptation should be appealing to a relatively diverse group of
customers who desire such amenities. They include toy haulers, horse or show animal enthusiasts, race teams, hunters, and
other vocational applications. For more information on this or other conversions, please contact Josh at 605-274-0444.

Tracy Koenekamp Assumes New Role
With the continued growth of Prairie Technology, the addition of new Certified Partners, and the introduction of new
products to the market, the demands on our research and development group have grown incrementally. With the
background that Tracy has in fiberglass fabrication and design coupled with his knowledge of the installation of our
product line, it was a natural fit for him to move into that division.
We are in the process of making product enhancements to existing day cab kits and components as well as introducing
new ones to the market. With these efforts comes the need to “ramp up” the talent pool to design the various products,
construct molds for their fabrication, and to fine tune the fit and finish of each of these new offerings. Tracy brings the
knowledge, experience, and creativity to the R & D group which is led by Duke Erickson.
In addition to his responsibilities with R & D, Tracy will continue to be responsible for the metal fabrication and welding
components of the business. We are excited about this change and are confident it will serve our customers well.

Day Cab Gallery

Top Gun Tips from Maverick”
By Josh Larson, Shop Foreman

Time saving ideas and practices are a must when converting sleeper trucks to day cabs. The use of quality consumables and
knowing when to replace them can save you time and tool life. Trying to make the last few cuts or trying to drill the last row
of hucks with worn consumables will cost more in time than it would to quickly change them out.
There is also a lot of time spent going up and down ladders and/or scaffolding. For example, when you are done attaching a
roof above the windshield, it is an excellent time to do any seam sealing, clearance light, visor, or air horn work before going
down. Leave any other prep work such as panel fitting, wiring or other tasks for your work partner/helper to do at the same
time.
Always conduct a careful inspection of the truck before you order a kit to make sure you ask for all of the parts that you may
need. When the kit arrives, carefully inspect it for any damage BEFORE the shipping company leaves to make sure it is in
good condition. This will help insure any costly downtime and/or added expense if you have to order replacement parts.
Feel free to contact me at 605-274-0444 or josh@customdaycab.com if you have an idea or want to discuss any topic that
could help save time or enhance the viability of the conversion kits. I hope to have the chance to visit with you soon.

